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ALL THUMBS
- FROM THE PREZ’S CHAIR
My name is Jay Strickland and I approve this message
The end of the year, holidays and family, great food and goodies
with lots of football on TV. It’s now the building season and a lot
of us are deciding on a new project to fly in the coming year. It is
also, at least for me, a time to reflect on the past twelve months.
We lost some members as clubs like ours are destined to. These
were good friends, great aeromodelers and faithful club members
and a part of them will always be with us as we remember their
deeds.
We also gained some members and new friends and it always inspires me to see the enthusiasm and excitement at the beginning of an R.C. life. I sort of get a sense of validation when I witness someone’s first solo flight and remember that feeling of accomplishment, satisfaction and pride that goes hand in hand with piloting your own model aircraft. I thank all
of you who take the time and effort to help a newcomer experience this incomparable
thrill!
Looking back (and forward) at the course we’ve set for our club, I believe we are going in
the right direction and growing our hobby locally. It occurs to me that the goal is not so
much a destination as it is an exciting, rewarding and proper journey to be enjoyed and
savored every step. Thank all of you Rogue Eagles for making the 2012 part of our trip
really great fun and a memorable time. Here is to an even better 2013!
Please remember to bring your proof of AMA to the January meeting (we will also be filling out simple renewal forms to update our database). Before I forget, thank you Danny
Stanton for giving us a great Christmas party/dinner. I think it was thoroughly enjoyed
by everyone, Well done! I look forward to seeing each and every one of you next month
(year), Happy New Years!
Strick
Remember: Give a man an airplane you entertain him for a flight.
Teach a man to build and he’ll be making repairs forever!
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Minutes of General Meeting Rogue Eagles 01-08-2013
Opening
President Jay Strickland called the meeting to order 7:03 p.m. at the Central Point Senior Center. There
were 27 members present and two guests, Mike Blondo and his son Dillon.
Meeting Minutes
The minutes of the 11-13-12 General Meeting were read, there were no objections, motion moved and seconded for approval.
Board Meeting
Jay Strickland gave a brief synopses of the minutes of the 11-27-12 board meeting.
Touching on the conversation with the County regarding our lease which we are in the process of renegotiations. The County is happy with us as tenants and further on this will be discussed under old business.
Treasurer Report
Eric Dziura new treasurer presented his report. Share account $25.77, checking account
$3303.91, money market account $2350.69, total these accounts $5860.37. The runway account is
$15235.97, grand total of funds $20916.34.
Old Business
Runway: Jay had more than one conversation with asphalt experts regarding runway material and it has
been determine that 2" maximum asphalt depth would be more than adequate to do the job, appro. costs
at this time for a 60'X600'X2" are running 35/40 thousand dollars.
Lease: Allan Littlewood is going to form a committee for suggestions on a new lease, the duration of that
lease will be ten years with a 10 year option.
Restrooms: Was discussed that although this is the v.p. responsibility in the club job description it can
delegated to others, and further stated that a cleaning schedule will be established with board members
assigned particular months that they will be responsible for.
Misc: Jay stated that in the near future the age shown in club by-laws for junior members will be adjusted to co-inside with A.M.A. This an other matters will be done by club ballot.
Big Bird: Jay informed the group that we now have a tractor available to the club for this
work, waiting on good weather to start the project.
Committees
Cliff Sands reported on the progress of the IMAA Event, in general all is going well, still need flat bed trailers for plane and modelers transportation from Agate Lake to the field.
Also need volunteers for the raffle ticket duty. Cliff is exploring hats, patches,shirts, etc., with Guy Lane
for additional revenue. Cliff also stated that he has been assured by IMAA that a $2000. will be forth coming by 01-15-13 to help defray expenses. In addition all sponsors are on board. A brief discussion on
incoming funds from registration for this event was held and it was agreed that at this time a separate
account for funds was not necessary.
On another issue Cliff mentions that Fred Sargent's wife has a serious medical problem it was moved seconded the club would send flowers.
New Business
Thank you: Jay gave a special thank you to those who served in board and staff positions
and all others who gave freely of their time in 2012.
(Continued on page 4)
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Meeting Minutes (continued)
Fence: Jay mentioned that much damage and many repairs have been made to the pilot stations fence,
would like to see this replaced before the Rally of the Giants Event in June.
Elections: Per club rules, the nominees for the three Board Members at Large were John Gains,Dave
Bartholomew, Bob Knudsen, Gary Neal. Ballots were distributed to those present, the three members elected to Board Members at Large are, Bob Knudsen, John Gaines,Dave Bartholomew.
Appointments: Per club rules President Jay Strickland made the following appointments:
Safety Officer
Newsletter Editor
Event Coordinator
Public Relations
Field Maintenance
Webmaster
Chief R/C Flight Instructor

Richard DeMartini interim
Ben Musolf
Rick Lindsey
Larry Cogsdell
Gary Croucher & Gary Neal
Rick Lindsey
Rick Lindsey

I.R.S. Jay reported that he has heard nothing from his contact at the I.R.S.
E-Mail: Per an e-mail from Danny Laviolette, he made a mini presentation suggesting the formation of
interest groups within the club who would under the direction of a experienced modeler in a particular
field such as scale, electric, glow, gas, etc., would hold monthly meeting to share their expertise with others interested club members. These experienced models would also have additional experienced models
in the same area of interest and would be available to assist those who have questions. One suggestion
from the floor was to put this on the web site, this was left up in the air with Danny possibly coming up
with a grouping of subject matter and working with Rick Lindsey.
Boat: The club boat has been registered for 2013 and is available for those members who wish to use it
at Agate Lake. Remember you must be 16 years or older to operate the boat.
Card: A get well card was passed around to the membership for Danny Stanton, Jay will send.
Dues: Jay stated that club dues are due and payable now, there is a grace period until March, however
you can not fly at the field without current A.M.A. insurance.
Camera's: Rich DeMartini briefly gave a report of A.M.A. view of camera's on model aircraft, you must get
permission of what you are taking a picture of, also it's against A.M.A. policy to receive money for any of
this type of activity.
Meeting adjourned 8:25 p.m.
Show and tell: Larry Cogsdell brought his ICON A-5 and gave a report on this scale amphibian.
submitted
R.E.D.
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Board Meeting Minutes - Nov 27th, 2012
Opening:
The President, Jay Strickland, formally opened the meeting for business at 7:00 p.m. at the Central Point
Senior Center. There were nine members and one visitor present.
Meeting minutes.
A motion was moved seconded and approved to accept the minutes of the October 23rd Board meeting as
published on the Website.
Treasurer’s report.
Werner stated that the Share account stands at $25.77. The Checking Account is $4,403.42. The dedicated Runway account stands at $14,761.97.
Jay commented that these figures correspond closely to and better than what he had projected last January.
OLD BUSINESS.
Xmas Party.
Jay has been shopping and acquired the gifts to be given at the Xmas party for the men. There was some
discussion about prizes for the ladies. A motion was moved seconded and approved to allocate an additional $150.00 expenditure for the ladies gifts.
Field boundary and runway approach flags.
Gary Neal has added the additional flags, which are now very visible. Jay commented that they look like
the Golden Gate Bridge.
Rally of the Giants
The last report from Cliff indicates all is going to plan. There was a long discussion about the field improvements that need to be made including the new Big Bird start-up pads and how to level them correctly for optimum use. Gary described his ideas for utilizing additional DG for general improvement of
our facility. It was decided to purchase additional DG. A motion was moved, seconded and approved to
allocate $300.00 for the purchase of 20 yds. of new D.G.
There was a discussion about the pilot registration fees, which have not yet been solidified. This needs to
be finalized as soon as possible so that the media advertising can be issued.
Gary Neal has been in touch with the Chief of Fire District 3 regarding the rally. Everything is a “go” from
them in terms of the services they will be providing, parking arrangements etc.
Lease renewal with the County.
Jay had a preliminary phone call with Steve at the Jackson County offices and has set up a meeting on
December 7th. There are number of things with our current lease agreement that we need to pay attention to and perhaps modify with the County as we establish a new lease with them. Fundamentally Steve
is happy with our tenure at Agate Field, so we should be able to obtain an acceptable renewal of the lease.
Non Profit, I.R.S. Tax exemption status.
Jay has had discussions with the IRS and has now submitted the paperwork to them. The expectation is
that this will delete the two current EIN numbers that we have and create a new EIN number and a new
club name. The new name is Rogue Eagle RC Club Inc. We have yet to find out what the financial impact
will be. Perhaps a refund of the $400 we have paid, or perhaps an additional payment of $450. This is
because it costs $850 to apply for Tax Exemption status.
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Board Meeting Minutes—Continued
2013 event schedule.
After a short discussion, it was decided that the event schedule as published on the website is now firm.
John Gaines agreed to be the C.D. for the Agate Float Fly, but he needs some assistance in gathering the
information to complete the required formalities.
There was a long discussion on how it would be of immense benefit if the CD’s could assemble a file describing what needs to be done and what forms and formalities are necessary to conduct and event. This
would enable successive CD’s to perform the job without having to start from scratch to learn what needs
to be done.
NEW BUSINESS.
New Officer positions.
Jay asked current officers to affect a smooth handover of their respective duties to the incoming officers.
Jay will contact someone at the Senior Center in order to get the key to the door.
Annual Dues.
There was a discussion on the current “dues” structure and whether we should consider any increases. It
was decided to leave the dues as they are.
Annual membership.
All members will be asked to complete an application form when they renew membership form this year.
This is because our Roster has too much outdated information for email addresses etc.
Many members are not receiving newsletters etc. because of bouncing email addresses.
Proof of AMA membership is of course required before renewals or new membership is given.
Bathroom cleaning.
Rick Lindsey made a suggestion that we should devise a new method for cleaning the bathrooms, so that
the load does not just fall upon one person. There was a long discussion on this topic.
It was generally felt that people would take a lot more pride in our bathrooms if they had a hand in cleaning it from time to time.
Eventually we agreed that we would propose a cleaning schedule and ask members to volunteer to step
up to participate in this schedule.
FAA regulations.
Rod Graham stated that we should watch what is happening with the new regulation coming along because some appear to be very stringent and will probably have a very significant impact on aviation.
Hopefully we modelers will not be impacted to the same degree.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:59 p.m.
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Rogue Eagles RC Model Flying Club AMA Chapter 534
Minutes of the General Meeting for November 13th. 2012
Opening:
The President, Jay Strickland, formally opened the meeting for business at 7:03 p.m. at the Central Point
Senior Center. There were twenty-four members present.
Meeting Minutes:
The minutes of the October 9th General meeting were read. There were no objections, so a motion was
moved seconded and approved to accept the minutes as read.
Board meeting minutes.
Jay Strickland outlined the highlights of the October 23rd Board meeting.
1/ The Master Plan is in progress. Information was on the Web site, but the site has been hacked, so we
have lost the Forum data and will start again. Rick Lindsey stated that the web site has been moved to a
new server. To get access, call or email Rick with a new account name and password.
2/ Gary Neal has installed the field boundary markers.
3/ Xmas party is on schedule. Please let Danny Stanton know that you are coming so that we can get an
accurate headcount. The cost is $18.00 per head. Pay at the door, or preferably, ahead of time.
4/ The Board discussed the proposed Event Schedule for 2013. Jay strongly emphasized that the General
Club Membership decides on the final schedule by popular vote.
5/ Jay is still working with the IRS to straighten out our tax status. He is expecting a positive result.
Treasurers Report.
Werner stated that the Share account stands at $25.77. The Checking Account is $5,460.09; the Money
Maker account is $2,350.50, making a total of $7,836.36. The dedicated Runway account stands at
$14,215.97. The grand total of all funds is $22,052.33.
A motion was moved seconded and approved to accept the Treasurers report as read.
Old Business.
Runway maintenance.
The cracks have now been filled with the new asphalt. The surface is smooth and everyone who has noticed says a very good job has been done. It was a very worthwhile investment.
Rally of the Giants.
Cliff Sands gave a brief update on the progress. All is on schedule. Favorable rates have been negotiated
for R/C visitors with the Brookside Inn in White City. They agreed to reduce the rate from $109 to $84 per
room per night.
The $40 Pilot Registration Fee is being reconsidered. It may be reduced to $25 for pre-registration and
$30 if registering on site.
Full-page advertisements are being planned for the IMAA and AMA magazines.
Daily parking will be $5.00 per day for all vehicles.
Cliff needs to arrange vehicles for transportation between the field and the lake, plus retrieval for downed
aircraft. Call him if you can help.
(continued on next page)
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Board Meeting Minutes (cont)
Events calendar for 2013.
Eric Dziura read out to the meeting the calendar as it appears on the website. There was a general discussion on the proposed schedule. Art Kelly addressed the meeting describing the proposal for inclusion
of the NSRCA pattern contest and answered several questions. A motion was moved seconded and approved to add the contest to the calendar for September 28th and 29th.
Bruce Tharpe stated that he will set the date for the VRCS event at a later date, as he wants to avoid conflict with other events as much as possible.
A C.D is still needed for the Agate Float Fly.
A motion was moved seconded and approved by the membership to accept the Events Calendar schedule
as currently agreed.
Xmas party.
On schedule as previously stated. A suggestion was made to allocate $150.00 for door prizes at the party.
A motion was moved seconded and approval given for the $150 allocation.
Gary Croucher agreed to handle the various arrangements for the annual trophy awards.
New Start-up pads.
Not yet started.
New Business.
Elections of Club Officers.
Jay gave a preamble to the elections and invited any new nominations for Officer positions. A ballot slip
was distributed to every member present, with the written in nominations, plus additional lines for new
write-in nominees. Gary Neal withdrew his name for the position of Vice President. There was some discussion and Alan Littlewood’s name was put forward as a nominee for VP.
The actual vote was conducted and the result for 2013 officers was as follows:
President, Jay Strickland. Vice President, Alan Littlewood. Treasurer, Eric Dziura. Secretary, Richard DeMartini.
Safety matters.
Richard DeMartini said that there is only one thing to discuss and that is the topic of alcohol at the field.
He has had some instances of drinking at the field, which is in violation of our Lease Agreement with the
County. There was a general discussion regarding this and the interpretation of the wording in the Lease
document. Jay is going to talk with the County rep. to get a clarification.
Membership renewals.
Please complete application forms with your current information when renewing memberships for next
year. We have a lot of outdated information for members that we need to clean up.
Complimentary letter.
Jay received a letter from a visitor to the air show. The letter was read out to the meeting and the visitor
was greatly impressed with the show.
Sale items.
Gary Croucher stated that Gary Griffin was selling planes and engines and any interested parties should
call 541 772 2181 if interested. Gary was advised to have the information placed in the newsletter.
Board Members at Large.
There was some discussion on the nominees for next years Members at Large. The following names were
brought forward. John Gaines, Dave Bartholomew, Gary Neal and Bob Knudsen. Selections will be made
in January. (continued on next page)
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Meeting Minutes (cont)
The meeting was formally adjourned at 9:02 p.m.
Show and Tell.
Phil Baehne again showed Nomad and the progress he has made on it. He also showed his Salamander.
He will make kit information available to anyone interested for about $160. Proceeds will be donated to
the Runway Fund. Phil also hopes to have his “8 engined” Spruce Goose at the Agate Float Fly.

Curing a Lean Engine Mystery
by Bob Mandeville, Wingbusters Model Airplane Club, Halifax MA

This was an odd sort of problem. It began when I swapped out the Magnum .91 on my
AeroWorks Edge 540 to get some run time on a new engine that I wanted to use on a new project. The new engine started okay, but when it flew, everything seemed to be off. There wasn’t
the power that I used to have; the high speed needle (HSN) and low speed needle were both way
out of adjustment.
I reinstalled the original engine, and had the same problem. Then, just because I had it, I
dropped in a third engine—to confirm that it wasn’t the engine itself—with the same result. That
confirmed it was the fuel system.
The key symptom was that I could not get a good pinch test from the engine. It had all the indications of a lean-running engine. Even with the HSN opened 4-5 turns, I was not getting a
pinch check. During that first engine swap, the fuel system had been checked out just to be
safe. Obviously, that had to be the reason, but what did I do to create this problem?
The Edge’s tank was pulled again and the three-line fuel system was checked over very carefully. After about two beers, my vision suddenly cleared and I had an aha! moment. Look at the
picture below. What do you notice about the clunks?
Like most three-line systems, this one has
two clunks; one to the fill line and one to the
carb line. The picture shows one clunk with a
large feed hole to let lots of fuel through. The
other clunk has just a slit and a small hole.
Guess which one was connected to the carb
inlet line? Here’s a hint: it wasn’t the one
with the large feed hole. That clunk with the
slit would be fine for feeding your .40 or .46,
but there was absolutely no way that it was
going to let enough fuel in to run a .91. That
undersized clunk was the cause of the lean
runs. The clunks were swapped and the
problem vanished. The clunks had been inadvertently swapped during the rebuild.
This is being written to give folks a heads-up if they run into the same problem somewhere
down the road. A clunk is a clunk is a clunk, right? No, they’re not. Ask me how I know!
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On the Safe Side
Tolerance, Not Approval
by Jim Tiller (jtiller@hotmail.com)
I happened on an interview on CBS This Morning with the controversial pastor Rick Warren. I am not here
to discuss his teachings, but I think I did find a safety issue in the course of the discussion. Let me see if
you agree.
In the course of that interview I found some very telling remarks. When Nora O’Donnell asked a question,
Rick Warren answered:
WARREN: Well first, let me ask you. Do you consider yourself to be a tolerant person?
O’DONNELL: I do, yes.
WARREN: So you would be respectful of people who would disagree with you, no matter what?
O’DONNELL: Agreed.
Further on, Mr. Warren expanded on his idea of tolerance:
"The problem is that tolerant has changed its meaning. Tolerant used to mean I may disagree with you completely, but I’m going to treat you with respect. That’s what tolerant means. Today, to some people, tolerant
means you must approve of everything I do. That’s not tolerance, that’s approval. There’s a difference between acceptance and approval."
Quite often I am passed links or emails showing funny or interesting antics with RC airplanes. Some are
very interesting and informative. They show the flying qualities of a particular model or educate the viewer
on some aspect of flying. I am not talking about those kinds of postings.
The ones I am speaking of are the ones of a more sensational nature. I am not quite sure what the motivation is for many of those who post these pictures and videos. I guess I do not share the need for that kind
of attention or the urge to see my posting go viral.
Also, I think there must be a need to try to outdo what the last guy did. But, for whatever the reason, YouTube and the other Internet sites seem to be full of these kinds of wild-and-crazy videos involving RC airplanes. Some are pretty cool. Some are interesting. And there are a lot of others.
Like Ms. O’Donnell, I consider myself a tolerant person. I try to be respectful of those with whom I disagree. When I view these types of videos and posts of over-the-top behaviour using RC airplanes, I must
say I disagree with what there are doing, but I am mindful that they have the right to their own opinions
and actions.
I am not sure why anyone would want to strap a shotgun to a helicopter or shoot at RC airplanes with a
high calibre rifle, but I am not in charge of their actions. I have certainly done some things that, in hindsight, might be viewed as just as irresponsible.
But, as in the words of Mr. Warren, tolerance does not mean approval. When you say you have the right
do those things, I have to respect that, but I do not have to approve. I do think your actions are foolish
and irresponsible. Here’s why.
Your actions, that I tolerate because I am a rational man, have widespread effects. By your own admission, it is your hope that your videos will be seen by thousands of people. Yes, they are seen by huge
numbers of people. Some are modelers, but many more are not. Many are people that I run into in my life.
When I go to the local landowner or government agency to ask if I might have access to property to enjoy
my hobby, is the answer influenced by your video?
At the mall show, when I try to encourage the parents to involve their children in RC flying, have they
been witnesses to any of your reckless behaviour?
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Tolerance (continued)
When I discuss my hobby with those who do not understand it, do I have to try to rationalize your foolish
flight around the Statue of Liberty?
You see, your actions often spill over into my life. So my request is this: There is little value in telling you
not to do these things. As I have been saying, that is your right. But what I would ask you to do is to
think about it a little.
Instead of rushing to the computer to get that video onto the Internet as soon as possible, let it sit for a
day and see if it still looks quite so cool. Like words said in anger, once they are out there, you can’t take
them back. Maybe 24 hours from now, it won’t look quite as funny or cool. Maybe it will look foolish, or
worse yet, dangerous and irresponsible. Irresponsible enough that it might affect my life and many others.
That is the safety issue.
A Winter Shop Warning
If you live in the ‘northern tier’ as I do, you are probably huddling in and trying to stay warm in the workshop. But for some of us, that workshop time is just as rewarding as the missed flying time caused by
inclement weather.
We deal with a lot of aerosol substances that can not only make the family want you to leave the house,
but also have an adverse effect on your health. One of my flying buddies is a doctor and his mantra is
that if you can smell it, you should be wearing a mask. Many of you do that, but in the winter, it is much
more of a problem.
In a closed shop you should be extra mindful of fumes.
Make sure your shop has some sort of ventilation. It may not be possible to open the door much in the
winter, so some sort of exhaust fan is a necessity. Make sure your shop is properly ventilated.

WING PATCHING; EASY AS 1-2-3
by Peter Duszkievicz, Tri-County RC Club, New Jersey

Wing Patching; Easy 1,2,3
by Peter Duszkievicz, Tri-County RC Club, New Jersey
We all have to get to the field and in doing so we always move our airplanes. During the life of a model it
will get dinged up a bit, and eventually we all end up poking a hole in the wing, whether it’s in the car or
hitting a bush. In this article I will demonstrate three easy steps to patch those holes in the wings.
To perform a successful patch on a wing you will need the following:

(Continued on page 12)
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To understand what we’re patching, here are two pictures of the damage that we will fix. Figures 1A and
1B show the type of damage that we’re working with.

Clean the surrounding area where the patch will be applied with Windex. For good measure, you may also
want to use some rubbing alcohol to wipe down the area, making sure there’s no fuel residue on the wing,
and to give it a final thorough cleaning.
After you have cleaned the area, use your hobby knife (with a #11 blade) to cut away the damaged area. I
typically cut a larger area so the patch is easier to apply and conceal.
In Figure 2A I have cut out a square from leading edge to the main spar and from one rib to the other. In
Figure 2B I drew a straight line where I would overlap a patch instead of cutting from rib to rib. The reason I did this is to minimize the work for diagonal strips that are shown (black and yellow), mostly because I was out of yellow MonoKote.

The final step is to apply the patch. Before you start cutting your patch, turn on your trim iron so it gets
hot and it’s ready for you to use. When cutting your patches cut them large enough so that it over laps at
least 3/8 of an inch. This will ensure that the patch does not shrink when you iron it on or hit it with a
heat gun. I typically do not use a heat gun just for that reason. Remember patience here will pay off with
a good repair.

(continued on page 13)
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Easy as 1-2-3 (continued)
When I apply the patch, as in Figure 3A or 3B, I spray a towel down with Windex and wipe it onto the
wing around the border. The wet Windex helps to position and keep the patch in place as I begin to heat
it with the iron. When I did the repair shown in Figures 1B, 2B, and 3B, I applied the white patch first.

Hint, you always want to patch with the lightest color first so that the darker colors do not bleed through
the lighter ones.
After placing the patch, I begin to iron it on into place as follows:





First tack each corner just before the edge of the patch. You should here the sizzle of the wet
Windex. As it bubbles, move the iron forward towards the edge of the patch. Do this step for
each corner.
Then using the iron, tack the patch at each center between the four corners. Work the iron
towards each corner, and then out towards the edge of the patch. Do this for each side of the
patch.
Finally, after all the edges are sealed, gently run the iron over the patch itself. Start at the center and move out to either edge. Heat control is key here not to get wrinkles or excessive
shrinkage of the patch. Do this until the patch is nice and taught.
An optional step—necessary for the patch in Figure 3B—is to apply any trim to match the
original pattern. In the example shown I used black MonoKote trim (the peel away kind) and
trim solvent to apply it.

Alternatively you may use iron-on covering by applying trim solvent to the area where trim will be applied
and then placing the trim on top of it. The wet trim solvent will allow you to work out any air bubbles, but
you have to work quickly. Once the trim piece is in place I go over it with an iron set at a lower heat setting to ensure it’s tacked on properly.
If you performed the steps correctly, the patched areas should look like the ones in Figure 3A and 3B.
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MONTH

DATE

February

16

Polar Bear Fly-in/Swap Meet

Myrtle Creek Airport

Bruce Harlow 541-863-1920

March

9

Swap Meet

Yamhill Cty Fairgrounds McMinn.

Larry Miller 503-472-4987

23

Swap Meet

Josephine Cty Fairgrounds , GP

Len Barket 541-761-8698

13

Pylon Race #1

Agate Field

Ben Musolf 541-608-7240

Float Fly

Agate Lake

John Gaines 541-951-1947

IMAC Contest

Agate Field

John Gaines 541-951-1947

Swap Meet/Fun Fly/Potluck

Agate Field (Keno invited)

Rick Lindsey 541-776-5832

18,19

War Birds

Agate Field

John Gaines 541-951-1947

23-26

IMAA

Castle Air Base

Scott Malta 209-617-5789

25

Pylon Race #2

Agate Field

Ben Musolf 541-608-7240

1,2

Fun Fly

Klamath Glen

Sam Ellis 707-954-8284

1,2

La Pine Fun Fly

La Pine

Paul Lamb 541-536-2859

Float Fly

Platt 1

Dave Olson

Pylon Race #3

Agate Field

Ben Musolf 541-608-7240

27-30

Rally of the Giants IMAA (FM ok)

Agate Field

Cliff Sands 541-941-0503

27-30

Float Fly (2.4 only!)

Agate Lake

Cliff Sands 541-941-0503

12-14

Warbirds over the Pacific

Cottage Grove

Gus Phillips 541-643-9430

13,14

Float Fly

Lake Selmac

Art Kelly 541-472-9683

Pylon Race #4

Agate Field

Ben Musolf 541-608-7240

26-28

IMAA Big Bird Fly in

Yard Ranch in Elkton

Bob Campbell

17,18

Rogue Eagles Air Show

Agate Field

Jay Strickland 541-855-7161

23-25

Fun Fly

Klamath Glen

Sam Ellis 707-954-8284

Pylon Race #5

Agate Field

Ben Musolf 541-608-7240

VRCS Vintage Fly In

Agate Field

Bruce Tharpe 531-582-1708

7

RVF Air Show

Grants Pass

Art Kelly 541-472-9683

14

Keno Fly In and Potluck

Sportsman’s Park Keno

Edward Huddleston

21

Pylon Race #6

Agate Field

Ben Musolf 541-608-7240

NSRCA Pattern Contest

Agate Field

Art Kelly 541-472-9683

Club Fun Fly and Pot Luck

Agate Field

Jay Strickland

April

19,20,21
27,28
May

June

4

14,15,16
22

July

20

August

24
30-31
September

28,29
October

12

ACTIVITY

(2.4 only!)

LOCATION
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Thank You to the following
Businesses!

Club Officers and Staff
President
Jay Strickland
strickdog@q.com

541 855 7161

Vice President
Alan Littlewood
alan_littlewood@charter.net

541 362 3731

Secretary
Richard DeMartini
medrico@earthlink.net

541 245 9858

Treasurer
Eric Dziura
Board Members at Large
Bob Knudsen
Gary Neal
Safety Coordinator
Richard DeMartini
medrico@earthlink.net

541 245 9858

Event Coordinator
Rick Lindsey
ricklindsey@charter.net

541 776-5832

Newsletter Editor
Ben Musolf
flight431@msn.com

541 608 7240

Place an Ad in the Rogue Eagle to Sell,
Swap or Give Away your stuff!

Public Relations
Larry Cogdell
planner4u@aol.com

541 840 1514

Just give a brief description of the item,
a picture or two, and your asking price .

Field Maintenance
TBD

Send your information to:
flight431@msn.com
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Webmaster
Rick Lindsey
ricklindsey@charter.net

541 776 5832

Flight Instructors
Rick Lindsey
ricklindsey@charter.net

541 776 5832

Richard Schwegerl
bbschweg@aol.com

541 773 5479

Ben Musolf
Flight431@msn.com

541 608 7240

